Immunohistochemical Analysis of Dystrophin-associated Proteins in Becker/Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy with Huge In-frame Deletions in the NH2-Terminal and Rod Domains of Dystrophin
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Abstract

The absence of dystrophin causes the drastic reduction of the dystrophin-associated proteins (DAPs) in the sarcolemma and the loss of the linkage between the subsarcolemmal cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) skeletal muscle. Here, we report a mild reduction of the DAPs in the unique Becker muscular dystrophy patients with huge deletions in the rod domain of dystrophin and a moderate reduction of the DAPs in patients with huge deletions that involve both the NH2-terminal and rod domains of dystrophin. The phenotype of the former patients was more severe than that of the latter. In both cases, however, the reduction in the DAPs was milder than in typical DMD patients or DMD patients lacking the COOH-terminal domains of dystrophin. Our results suggest that (a) the NH2-terminal and rod domains of dystrophin may not be essential for the interaction with the subsarcolemmal glycoprotein complex; and (b) defects in the actin binding activity of dystrophin may cause disruption of the anchorage of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex to the subsarcolemmal cytoskeleton, which may render muscle fibers susceptible to degeneration. (J. Clin. Invest. 1994, 93:99–105.) Key words: Becker/Duchenne muscular dystrophy • dystrophin • dystrophin-glycoprotein complex • dystrophin-associated proteins • actin-cytoskeleton

Introduction

Dystrophin, the protein product of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD)1 gene (1, 2), is a cytoskeletal protein tightly associated with a large oligomeric complex of sarcolemmal glycoproteins, including dystroglycan that binds laminin, a major protein component of the extracellular matrix (3–9). The NH2-terminal domain of dystrophin interacts with F-actin (10, 11). These findings indicate that the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC) spans the sarcolemma to link the subsarcolemmal actin-cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix (6, 9, 12).

One of the goals for DMD research is the elucidation of the mechanism by which the absence of dystrophin leads to muscle fiber necrosis. Recently, we have demonstrated that the absence of dystrophin leads to a great reduction in all of the dystrophin-associated proteins (DAPs) in the sarcolemma of DMD patients (4, 9, 13, 14). The disruption of the linkage between the subsarcolemmal cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix is presumed to cause severe sarcolemmal instability, which, in turn, may render muscle fibers susceptible to necrosis (12, 14).

These findings indicate the importance of elucidating the domains of dystrophin that interact with the DAPs or the actin-cytoskeleton. Skeletal muscle from particular patients with DMD/Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) who have deletions that do not disrupt the open reading frame and produce truncated dystrophin provides an opportunity to study these domains. In the present study, we investigated the status of the components of the DGC in BMD/DMD patients who had huge deletions in the NH2-terminal and/or rod domains of dystrophin.

Methods

Patients. Skeletal muscle biopsy specimens were obtained from eight BMD/DMD patients who had huge deletions in the NH2-terminal and/or rod domains of dystrophin (Table 1). Details of the data from each patient are described below:

Patient 1. This 2-yr-old boy started to walk at the age of 13 mo, but never walked properly. He had several episodes of pain in the lower extremities, which were induced by exercise and accompanied by myoglobinuria since the age of 21 mo. Serum creatine kinase (CK) level was elevated up to 250 times the normal upper limits. Multiplex PCR (15) and Southern blot analyses showed a deletion of exons 10–41 (not shown). Family history was negative.

Patient 2. This 7-yr-old boy was slow when walking alone and had muscle cramps after strenuous activity. On physical examination, he had calf hypertrophy, mild weakness of neck flexors, and tightness of heel tendons. Serum CK level was elevated to 40 times the normal upper limits. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses revealed a deletion of exons 13–40 (not shown).
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Table 1. Summary of the BMD/DMD Patients Investigated in the Present Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Exons*</th>
<th>Classification†</th>
<th>Reduction of dystrophin/DAPs‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 M</td>
<td>10–41</td>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7 M</td>
<td>13–40</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7 M</td>
<td>13–41</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4†</td>
<td>45 M</td>
<td>13–41</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8 M</td>
<td>13–44</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24 M</td>
<td>13–48</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
<td>Mild/mild</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patients with deletions in the NH₂-terminal and rod domains of dystrophin:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7</th>
<th>5 M</th>
<th>3–42</th>
<th>Unclassified</th>
<th>DMD</th>
<th>Moderate/moderate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 M</td>
<td>4–41</td>
<td>DMD</td>
<td>Moderate/moderate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Deleted exons of the dystrophin gene, according to Koenig et al. (22). † Patients were classified as DMD or BMD based on the whole clinical picture. ‡ The overall status of dystrophin and the DAPs in the sarcolemma was scaled as the following, based on the immunostaining intensity and distribution compared with those in normal and DMD muscles: near normal, mild reduction, moderate reduction, and severe reduction (near-DMD level). † Maternal uncle of patient 3. † Exons 3–41 were deleted at the mRNA level.

Patient 3. This 7-yr-old boy came to our attention because of high serum CK level (80 times of the normal upper limits). On physical examination, he had calf hypertrophy but no weakness. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses showed a deletion of exons 13–41 (not shown) (16).

Patient 4. This 45-yr-old man is a maternal uncle of patient 3. He has had mild fatigability and muscle pain since childhood. On physical examination, he showed calf hypertrophy and mild weakness of pelvic girdle and thigh muscles. He showed waddling gait and climbed stairs with the aid of the handrail. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses showed a deletion of exons 13–41 (not shown) (16).

Patient 5. This 8-yr-old boy came to our observation because of muscle pain at the age of 6 yr. At that time, he tended to walk on his toes and had rubbery consistency of calves. At the age of 8 yr, he had very mild weakness but could jump, climb stairs, and rise from the floor with only slight difficulty. Serum CK level was grossly elevated (80 times the normal upper limits). Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses revealed a deletion of exons 13–44 (not shown).

Patient 6. This 24-yr-old man had normal motor development but was notably slow in motor skills compared to his peers in early childhood. At age 5 yr, the calf muscles were obviously enlarged. Serum CK level was elevated 20 times the normal upper limits. During the next 19 yr, he has gradually lost ambulatory skills but continued to walk independently with a lordotic posture. He demonstrates Gowers’ maneuver. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses revealed a deletion of exons 13–48 (not shown) (17). Studies at the RNA level confirmed this deletion and joining of basepairs 1,690 to 7,307 (reference 17, patient 302). Family history was negative.

Patient 7. This 5-yr-old boy was normal at birth. He demonstrated delayed walking at the age of 16 mo. He never learned to run well and fell frequently. Examination revealed diffuse muscle weakness. He walked with a lordotic posture and exhibited a Gowers’ maneuver. Serum CK level was elevated >20 times the normal upper limits. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses revealed a deletion of exons 3–42 (not shown). Family history was negative.

Patient 8. This 16-yr-old boy was normal at birth and in the neonatal period. Motor developmental milestones were normal but he never learned to run well. Physical examination at the age of 7 yr showed a lordotic posture when walking and partial Gowers’ maneuver. Serum CK level was elevated 50 times the normal upper limits. During the subsequent years, he has lost function progressively. He became confined to a wheelchair at the age of 12 yr. Multiplex PCR and Southern blot analyses revealed a deletion of exons 4–41 (not shown) (17). Studies at the mRNA level showed a deletion of exons 3–41 joining basepair 301 to 6,131 (reference 17, patient 113). Family history was negative.

Antibodies. Monoclonal antibody IVD3, against the 50-kD dystrophin-associated glycoprotein (50DAG) and VIA4, against dystrophin were characterized previously (4, 8). The epitope of VIA4 is confined to the cysteine-rich or COOH-terminal domain of dystrophin and thus is not involved in the exons deleted in the BMD/DMD patients reported here. Specific antibodies against the DGC were raised in sheep using DGC purified from rabbit skeletal muscle as the antigen (13, 14, 18–20). An antibody against the 156-kD dystroglycan (156DAG) was affinity purified from this sheep serum using Immobilon-P transfer membrane strip of the 156DAG fusion protein (FP-D) (9). Antibodies against the 59-kD dystrophin-associated protein (59DAP), 50DAG, 43 kD dystroglycan (43DAG), and 35 kD dystrophin-associated glycoprotein (35DAG) were affinity-purified from sheep serum using individual transfer membrane strips (Immobilon-P; Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA) of the components of the DGC as described (13, 14, 18–20). Affinity-purified rabbit antibodies against the first 15 amino acids of the NH₂-terminus and the last 10 amino acids of the COOH-terminus of dystrophin were characterized previously (5, 7, 13, 20, 21).

Immunohistochemistry. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy of 7-μm thick cryosections from skeletal muscle biopsy specimens was performed as described below. Blocking was performed by incubation with 5% BSA in PBS (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, 0.9% NaCl) for 30 min. Incubation with the primary antibodies was performed for 2 h with the following dilution conditions: IVD3, 1:50; VIA4, 1:20; anti-156DAG, 1:20; anti-50DAG, 1:100; anti-35DAG, 1:20; anti-NH₂-terminus of dystrophin, neat; anti-COOH-terminus of dystrophin, neat. In the case of mouse primary antibodies, cryosections were incubated with 1:200 diluted fluorescein-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (Boehringer-Mannheim Corp., Indianapolis, IN) for 1 hr. In the case of sheep or rabbit primary antibodies, cryosections were incubated with 1:300 diluted biotinylated anti-sheep IgG or anti-rabbit IgG (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 1 hr, followed by 30-min incubation with 1:1,000 diluted fluorescein-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson Immuno Research Labs, Inc., West Grove, PA). Each incubation was followed by rigorous washing with PBS.

For reliable comparison, cryosections from the BMD/DMD patients reported here, normal humans, DMD patients, and patients with non-DMD/BMD neuromuscular diseases were placed on the same microscopy slide and processed identically. In addition, photographs were taken under identical conditions with the same exposure time.

Results and Discussion

In the five patients with huge deletions in the rod domain of dystrophin (patients 2–6), the immunostaining for the components of the DGC was slightly reduced, sometimes in a patchy fashion, when compared to normals or patients with non-DMD/BMD neuromuscular diseases (Table I, Figs. 1–3). In one patient with a deletion of exons 10–41 (patient 1), all components of the DGC were fairly well preserved in the majority of muscle fibers, but they seemed to be reduced in a cluster of small-caliber regenerating muscle fibers (Fig. 2). In the two patients with huge deletions that involve both the NH₂-terminal and rod domains of dystrophin (patients 7 and 8), on the other hand, the reduction in the immunostaining for the components of the DGC in the sarcolemma was more severe than in patients 1–6 (Table I, Fig. 3). For the individual patients in...
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Figure 1. Immunohistochemical analysis of the DAPs in the skeletal muscle from BMD patients with deletions of exons 13–40, 13–41, and 13–44 of the dystrophin gene. Transverse cryosections (7 μm) from biopsied skeletal muscle from BMD patients with deletions of exons 13–40 (patient 2), exons 13–41 (patient 4), and exons 13–44 (patient 5) of the dystrophin gene were immunostained with a monoclonal antibody V1A4, against the cysteine-rich/COOH-terminal domains of dystrophin, a monoclonal antibody IVD3, against the 50DAG, and affinity-purified sheep antibodies against the 156DAG, 59DAP, 43DAG, and 35DAG. Dystrophin and all of the DAPs were only slightly reduced in the sarcolemma of these patients. The results of patient 3 were similar to those of patient 4, his maternal uncle (not shown). Bar, 50 μm.
both groups, the reduction in the intensity of the staining for the DAPs showed a good correlation with that for dystrophin (Table I, Figs. 1–3). However, the reduction in staining of the DAPs in the patients reported here was in no case as severe as the loss observed in typical DMD patients (Table I, Fig. 3) or DMD patients who produce dystrophin but lack the COOH-terminal domains (19).

All of the eight BMD/DMD patients reported here had huge in-frame deletions in the NH2-terminal and/or rod domains of dystrophin at the DNA level, except for patients 6 and 8 (17); but it remains to be determined if the translated amino acid sequence is in-frame or not. However, all produced dystrophin that stained with antibodies against the cysteine-rich/COOH-terminal domains, implying that they are indeed in-frame mutations. Here we report a mild to moderate reduction of the DAPs in the sarcolemma of these patients. Consistent with the previous reports, the phenotype of the six patients with huge deletions that involve only the rod domain was mild and resembled that of typical BMD (patients 2–6) (22–26). On the other hand, the phenotype of the two patients with deletions that involve both the NH2-terminal and rod domains was relatively severe and resembled that of DMD, outlier or severe BMD (patients 7 and 8) (17, 22, 23, 27–30). Patient 1 with a deletion of exons 10–41 was too young to be classified as DMD, outlier, or BMD, but at least his phenotype is not that of a typical DMD.

According to the structural organization of the DGC, dystrophin is presumed to anchor the DAPs in the sarcolemma to the subsarcolemmal actin-cytoskeleton (9, 12). Recently, the calpain digestion products of dystrophin which correspond to the cysteine-rich and the first half of the COOH-terminal domains were shown to bind to wheat germ agglutinin–Sepharose beads, indicating that the binding site (or one of the binding sites) for the glycoprotein complex exists in the cysteine-rich and the first half of the COOH-terminal domains of dystrophin (31). This is also consistent with our findings on the status of the DAPs in the unique DMD patients who had dystrophin lacking the cysteine-rich and COOH-terminal domains (19). In these patients, the DAPs were reduced in the sarcolemma to the same level as in typical DMD patients, despite the expression and localization of truncated dystrophin to the sarcolemmal region (19). The deficiency of the DAPs in the sarcolemma and the loss of the linkage of the subsarcolemmal cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix were considered to be the cause of the DMD phenotype despite the proper expression and intracellular localization of truncated dystrophin in these patients (19). In this paper we reported a series of BMD/DMD patients with huge in-frame deletions in the rod and/or NH2-terminal domains. In all these patients, dystrophin is presumed to retain the cysteine-rich and COOH-terminal domains and thus to bind the DAPs. The present data that demonstrate not only a slight but also a comparable reduction of dys-

Figure 2. Immunohistochemical analysis of the DAPs in the skeletal muscle from a patient with a deletion of exons 10–41 of the dystrophin gene. Transverse cryosections (7 μm) from biopsied skeletal muscle from a patient with a deletion of exons 10–41 (patient 1) were immunostained with affinity-purified rabbit antibody against the NH2-terminus of dystrophin (N-DYS), a monoclonal antibody IVD3, against the 50DAG, and affinity-purified sheep antibodies against the 156DAG, 59DAP, 43DAG, and 35DAG. Dystrophin and all of the DAPs were relatively well preserved in the sarcolemma of this patient. In a cluster of regenerating muscle fibers (right half of the figure), all of these proteins appeared less abundant than in the surrounding fibers. This was also the case in the other clusters of regenerating muscle fibers found in this patient (not shown). Bar, 100 μm.
Figure 3. Immunohistochemical analysis of the DAPs in the skeletal muscle from BMD/DMD patients with deletions of exons 13–48, 3–42, and 4–41 of the dystrophin gene. Transverse cryosections (7 μm) from biopsied skeletal muscle from a human with no obvious pathological abnormality (Normal), a DMD patient, BMD/DMD patients with deletions of exons 13–48 (patient 6), exons 3–42 (patient 7) and exons 4–41 (3–41 at mRNA level) (patient 8) of the dystrophin gene were immunostained with a monoclonal antibody VIA42 against the cysteine-rich/COOH-terminal domains of dystrophin, a monoclonal antibody IVD3, against the 50DAG, and affinity-purified sheep antibodies against the 156DAG and 59DAP. Dystrophin, the 156DAG, 59DAP, and 50DAG were only slightly reduced in the sarcolemma of patient 6, while they were moderately reduced in patients 7 and 8. The 43DAG and 35DAG showed a similar staining pattern as the 156DAG, 59DAP, and 50DAG (not shown). Bar. 100 μm.
Glycoprowin domain of dystrophin. The linkage between the actin-cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix is preserved. However, dystrophin with defects in the rod domain may not serve a normal function or may be unstable, and may eventually lead to muscle fiber degeneration.

trophin and the DAPs are quite consistent with this hypothesis and suggest that the NH₂-terminal and rod domains of dystrophin are not essential for the interaction with the DAPs.

Recently the NH₂-terminal domain of dystrophin was shown to interact with F-actin (10, 11), as predicted from the amino acid sequence (2). Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy of synthetic peptides suggests two putative actin-binding sites in the NH₂-terminal domain, one in exon 2 and the other in exon 6 (32). In patients 7 and 8, the putative actin-binding site in exon 6 is deleted. Furthermore, defects in the vicinity of the actin-binding sites could change the conformation of the dystrophin molecule and affect its affinity for F-actin (28). From these observations, it seems reasonable to speculate that the defects in the actin binding activity of dystrophin in patients 7 and 8 caused the disruption of the anchorage of the DGC to the subsarcomellar actin-cytoskeleton and thus, the loss of the linkage between the subsarcomellar cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix. This could lead to a similar sarcomellar instability as in DMD and eventually to the severe phenotype, despite the normal DAPs-binding activity of dystrophin in these patients (Fig. 4). This hypothesis is consistent with the observation that the phenotype of the BMD patients with in-frame deletions in the NH₂-terminal domain of dystrophin is severe (22, 23, 27–30).

On the other hand, the binding sites for both actin and the DAPs are presumed to be preserved in patients 1–6 (Fig. 4). However, dystrophin with an extremely short rod domain may not have normal function or may be unstable, and this may eventually lead to a mild reduction in the density of the DGC in the sarcolemma. Indeed, this could be the explanation for the observation that the phenotype of the patients with in-frame deletions in the rod domain is mild (16, 22–26). To understand the molecular pathogenesis of BMD caused by the deletions in the rod domain, more information about the function(s) of the rod domain and the effects that specific deletions in this domain have on the organization of the DGC and on the ability of dystrophin to dimerize needs to be obtained.

The findings reported here would have significant implications on the development of potential gene therapies for DMD (33). They help to define the minimal requirements for the dystrophin mini-genes and indicate that mini-dystrophin must be able to bind both the actin-cytoskeleton and the DAPs to be effective for the prevention of muscle fiber necrosis in DMD. It probably will also be important to maintain the rod domain in a certain conformation.
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